This poster presents the data engineering process from capturing the real world through sensors and
giving this low level sensor data a semantic meaning, which was originally provided by humans. The
focus is on this data ingestion, afterwards usual analysis may be performed.

Objectives
Optimize an existing business process
happening in real world by eliminating its
inefficiency and saving resources. Use
sensors to capture the stream of events and
interactions. Use modern data processing
tools to analyse the big amount of data. Add
domain knowledge and artificial intelligence
to save human resources, costs and time.
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Minimize delays for
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For high quality real world
process events are captured
not by manual logging but
automatically by sensors.

For the checkout and the brand impact
systems usual cameras are used. For the
clinical pathways a Real-Time Location
System (RTLS) is used.






There are several methods
to abstract from the low
level sensor data and create
semantic meaning.
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To learn minimal and correct queries, that
recognize a complex event from a series of
tracklog entries, knowledge about durations and
participants and afterwards frequent sequence
mining is used.
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Measure resource utilization and average
waiting times to change appointments
and human resource schedule

